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The Xiting Role Builder dramatically 
reduces, and in many cases elimi-
nates traditional role testing efforts 
through a revolutionary concept 
called Productive Test Simulation 
(PTS). The Xiting Role Builder works 
hand-in-hand with Xiting Times 
to provide its unique testing and 
reporting features.

Productive Test Simulation (PTS)
Testing new roles and correcting 
errors is often a critical time factor 
in a role redesign project. The XIting 
Role Builder offers a unique feature 
that can dramatically reduce the 
effort involved in testing new roles.

The PTS allows end-users to continue 
working with their old roles, while 
they carry their new roles “in a back-
pack.“ Anytime the SAP kernel per-
forms an authority check, it does it 
first against the reference user (back-

pack roles) and only then against the 
dialog user (currently assigned roles). 

Any authority check that fails against 
the reference user but succeeds 
against dialog user produces a 
unique error code (0) that the Xit-
ing Role Builder collects in the 
background. 

While the end-user is unaffected by 
those “virtual” authorization failures, 
a role administrator can use them 
to optimize the new roles in the 
backpack.

As a result, you can dramatically 
reduce the need for conventional 
testing procedures while at the same 
time, realize higher quality roles.

XITING ROLE BUILDER GOALS

 Test new roles risk-free and 
without impacting end-users.

 Optimize RFC interfaces with 
virtually zero risk.

 Speed up and simplify role 
testing in dedicated Quality 
Control landscapes.
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Automatic Role Building
The Xiting Role Builder can also be 
used to fully automate the provision-
ing of missing authorizations, without 
the intervention of an administrator. 

By automatically generating so-called 
delta roles, the Xiting Role Builder can 
assign missing authorizations as soon 
as they are identified. 

Testers can handle full test scenarios 
within a short period, without waiting 
for issues to be resolved by role ad-
ministrators (end-to-end testing).

The Xiting Role Builder maintains 
customizable white- and blacklists. 
This approach ensures that critical 

authorizations are not automatically 
assigned to testers, thus maintaining 
compliance with existing laws and 
regulations.

Through background processing, 
Xiting Role Builder can also automat-
ically identify and correct missing 
authorizations for RFC interface- and 
system users.

As a result, Role Builder can signifi-
cantly reduce the effort involved in 
testing new roles without negatively 
impacting end-users.

Xiting Role Builder’s PTS feature 
works in combination with Xiting 
Times, also part of XAMS.

KEY BENEFITS

 Ability to test new roles risk-
free in production.

 Automatically create delta 
roles for failed authorization 
checks.

 Dramatically reduce testing 
time and effort.
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